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Dede Eyesan 

A Top-Down View of the South African Liquor Equity Market 
 

Over the last decade, the South African liquor equity market followed global trends and withstood 
severe economic climates. Key players such as Distell Group Holdings (DSH) and Anheuser-Busch InBev 
Holdings (ANH) spotted synergy gains and acquired smaller South African liquor companies, the latter 
merging with South African Breweries (SAB) for £69 billion in October 2016. These two companies are 
currently the only Liquor-Beverages players within the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE). As such, 
the analysis solely focuses on both companies. To frame the discussion, we will work our way top-
down starting from the overall industry trends to changes in profitability and conclude on our 
valuation metrics. 
Among middle-income countries, South Africa has the highest total per capita consumption (litres of 
pure alcohol) in the world and is currently placed as the seventh-highest binge-drinking rate globally, 
below countries like Britain, Thailand and Australia. The country’s average alcohol consumption is 
almost double the WHO African region of 6 litres per capita per year and is expected to increase to 
12.1 in 2025. 

Within the enormous South Africa liquor market, Beer drinks remain to be the most consumed. 

 

 

 

The graph above shows minimal changes in consumer preferences. Beer gained 2% of the market 
share, while spirits lost 3% during the ten year period. 
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However, more recent global data suggests a rapid increase in gin consumers, pink gin being the key 
driver. Gin was up 32.5% in the UK in 2018, and we expect South Africa to replicate the global trends 
over the next few quarters. Unlike the 2006-2015 data, Global beer declined by -2.2% in 2018, mainly 
due to volumes in China and Brazil. However, the future outlook for beer, paints a more positive 
picture, as the category is expected to show an alight increase in 2019. 

Technology on Industry 

The advancement in technology is imminent. It was reported that 63% of all South African millennials 
use their smartphones to research product and store information. The growth has been fuelled by the 
ease of access to social media platforms, manufacturers and retailers should expect continued 
alignment with global trends. It is crucial for alcohol brands to leverage their marketing and 
advertisement departments, focused on social media and popular local entertainment events to 
attract new and retain customers for its products. A social media led marketing strategy would further 
be advantageous due to the population structure in Sub-Saharan Africa. The region has the second 
largest population of Millennials in the world. 

Tax on Industry 

While only a third (31%) of adults report consuming alcohol in the past year, those who do drink tend 
to drink heavily. The latest available statistics show that the average drinker in South Africa consumed 
30 litres of pure alcohol in 2016. This places South Africa sixth globally – up from the eleventh place 
in 2010. The intensity of drinkers is substantial. The country has also been given a ranking of four, 
using a scale of one to five, by WHO. Only Russia and Ukraine placed higher and achieved a ranking of 
five. 

After the release of this data, we expected the South African government to respond with increased 
excise tax policies. Earlier in 2019, the Finance Minister, Tito Mboweni announced an expansion of 
excise duty on all various alcoholic drinks except Sorghum beer. 

Excise Duty 

The global data released by WHO would have been vital for the recent decision made by the South 
African Minister of Finance. 
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The targeted excise tax burden for wine, beer and spirits is 11%, 23% and 36% up respectively.  With 
these changes, the government revenue from alcohol excise tax in South Africa is projected to be 
1.7% ($1.5 billion) compared to Kenya’s 10% and Nigeria’s 2%. From trends followed by other Sub-
Saharan countries, the liquor industry in South Africa should brace itself for continuously increased 
excise duties on various sub-products. It’s vital to highlight research by the Health Economics Unit, 
Cape Town prove these types of excise taxes to be regressive in South Africa. Data also support this, 
despite the Sin tax and VAT increases in 2018, volumes have increased by 0.10% per annum. 

Revenues and Profitability 

The liquor industry manufacturing operations and capital expenditure are responsible for an 
estimated R 94.2 billion (4.4% of South Africa’s gross domestic product. The industry’s GDP 
multiplier is estimated at 2.08 – meaning for every R1.00 in sales revenue generated by the liquor 
industry, R 2.08 is added to the country’s GDP. The share size of this industry, without considering 
the illegal market shows the importance to the economy. 

To further our analysis, we have narrowed our research to the only two listed companies on the JSE 
– Distell Group Limited and Anheuser-Busch InBev. 

 

Distell Group Limited 

Distell products are produced mainly in South 
Africa and sold in more than 100 countries. Its 
distribution network is supported by local 
production capability in Scotland, Angola and 
Kenya. 74.5% of the group’s revenue is 
generated in South Africa. 

 

 

 

Anheuser-Busch InBev 

Unlike Distell, majority of AB-InBev’s 
production is outside South Africa. It recently 
merged with South African Breweries (2016) 
for £69 billion. The new entity has 
approximately 500 beer brands, including 
Budweiser, Stella Artois and Corona in over 
100 countries. As of its 2018 Annual report, the 
Beer companies accounted for 91.2% of its 
global revenues. 

 

Revenue Growth 

The revenue growth figures below show AB-InBev achieved tremendous revenue growth between 
2016 and 2017. The acquisition of South African Breweries (SAB) accounted for 78.75% ($18.9 billion) 
of revenue growth. Whereas, the organic growth was fuelled by the increased beer sales of its Corona 
brand. Budweiser proved to be vital for sales during the 2018 World Cup with 5.3% revenue growth 
and concluded the FY as the most valued beer brand in the world. 

Distell reported revenue growth of 10.1% in South Africa (2018) and the rest of Africa and 
International markets also delivered strong revenue figures. Unlike AB-InBev, its deep focus on the 
South African market makes the company volatile to macroeconomic factors such as the high 
unemployment rates, low GDP growth and subdued consumer activity. Between 2016 and 2018, its 
revenue growth was equally fuelled by both volume and price factors. 
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For more in-depth analysis, the Jenga Africa team would look at Revenue per hectolitre to avoid the 
distortions of inorganic growth. 

 

Gross Margin 

The adjusted gross margin represents the percent of total sales revenue a company retains after 
incurring the direct costs associated with producing goods and services, excluding the impact of 
unusual items.  

 

The decline in Distell Group Holdings (DGH) gross margin from 2016-2018 FY, was fuelled by the 
increased excise duty in South Africa, regulatory changes in other African economies. The data shows 
a strong correlation between a rise in political uncertainty within South Africa and the rest of the 
continent on the volume sold by DGH. 

In contrast, ANH performed well as it improved its gross margin year on year (YOY). ANH introduced 
a one-litre returnable glass bottle which had a strong response and improved its cost savings. Further 
on, the use of premiumization of its SAB Beer products allowed the company to drive sales and 
enhance its beer portfolio to consumers across different styles and price points. 

EBITDA Margin 

ANH has delivered steady EBITDA expansion driven by premiumization, cost discipline and synergies 
captured from the South African Breweries (SAB) acquisition. It made significant intellectual synergies 
as it anchored around three interlocking strategic frameworks: the market maturity model, the 
category expansion framework and growth champions. These frameworks allowed ANH to offer the 
best beer price points ranging from affordable to premium. 
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Over the three year period (2015-2017) Distell Holdings strategy of expanding and investing in priority 
markets where new emerging consumer segments are growing, and seeking recognised brands paid 
off as it improved its EBITDA margin Y-O-Y. 

Price to Free Cash Flow 

A lower price-to-free-cash-flow ratio (P/CF) is a valuation indicator we often look out for when 
assessing mature consumer goods companies. Only 2017, 2018 and the last 12 months data have been 
inputted to improve the analysis of both companies. The measure shows how much cash a company 
generates relative to its stock price. A low single-digit figure could imply a stock may be undervalued. 
However, we do note this would ultimately depend alongside other factors. 

 

The fall in the P/FCF in Distell gives the stock a more attractive valuation compared to previous years. 
Unlike the P/E ratio, depreciation is not accounted for. AB-InBev’s P/FCF between 2017 and 2018 was 
driven by the share price fall over the FY. A closer assessment on the first and second quarter 
performances of 2019 would enrich the P/FCF analysis. 

Final Thoughts 

Companies are reacting quickly to changes within the liquor industry. We expect Distell and An-InBev 
companies analysed and other private listed companies in South Africa to carefully seek competitive 
advantages in efficiency and cost structure to improve profitability. Below we outline some of the 
most likely impacts over the next quarters on the South African Liquor Industry:  

 

• Premiumization as consumers seek to demand superior standard from their brands as they 

switch from budget alternatives in favour of premium niches. 

• Flavour changes and exploration by brands. Durban poison has introduced South Africa’s first 

infused beer. Other brands would explore the mix of different flavours to achieve niche 

products and lure customers. 
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• Social media platforms would be vital for firms in creating value among millennials, increase 

customer reach and improve long-term brand loyalty.  

• Fewer whisky shoppers, more gin and vodka consumers. 

• Global trends would greatly influence to local tastes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jenga The Briefings is prepared by and is the property of Jenga Investment Partners and is circulated for 
informational and educational purposes only. Additionally, Jenga’s actual investment positions often will, vary 
from its conclusions discussed herein based on a number of factors, such as portfolio rebalancing and 
transactions costs, among others. Recipients should consult their own advisors, including tax advisors, before 
making any investment decision. This report is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy the 
securities or other instruments mentioned.  

Jenga research utilizes data and information from public and private sources.  

The views expressed herein are solely those of Jenga as of the date of this report and are subject to change 
without notice.  
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